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The Product Measure Exten:’ .-n Axiom (PMBA) asserts thz\t for every set A, Haar measure 
0x1 2A CA_I! be extend&d to aIt s&sets of 2*. PMEA implies the normal Maore space wnjecture. 
Prqxsitiqn P is tb stat?ment that every point-finite analytic-additive famil:r of sl%ets of a 
met&able spece is cr-diicretely decomposible. Proposition P is useful in nonseparable Bore1 
theory. We show in this paper that -PMEA implies Proposition P. 
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Product Measure Extension Axiom Proposition P 
o-discretely decomposible analytic additive 

1x1 this section we sketch the proof of our main theorem. The main body of this 
paper, !btian 2, mntain$ the definitions and statements of the isrnrnas used. 
Lemma Us-proved in [3]; Lemmas 2 and 3(a) are proved in [4]; Lemmas 3(b) and 
4,riua proved in action 2. The consistency of the axioms used is discussed in Section 
3. Section 4 contains some&art remarks about [ 21. 

Because we use SOW technical notions from several fields, there is a danger that 
the px~f of the mai& tborem till be lost in the preliminaries, For expository 
puqo.ses, we present n@w’aur theorems and their proofs, deferring definitions and 
proafs of lemmas to Section 2, 
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proOf. We are given a point-finite analy? .5additive family, Sp Of ‘8u~ts <of 8 
metrizable space X; we must show that, assuming PMEA, 3? is a-discretely 
decomposible. Since 3 is a~~alytic-additive, there is, for each 
%(Jt) = {G&N): s E S), of open subsets of X such that &(%(A)) = 
1, we may assume that each %#( ) is an orderly fmily. Beinfj’of weak ihmter 
beIow c is a much weaker notion than being met&able, so we may apply Lemma 
3(b) to X and 9 to conclude that .S? has a B-companion. (It is to prove Lemma 
3(b) (and Lemma 2 on which Lemma 3 depends) where we use PLEA,) Finally, 
because X is perfea:, Lemma 4 yields that Y? is g-discretely decomposible. 

Theorem 2 is merely a statement about which consequences of the me&ability 
of X were used in the above proof. Theorem 3 is the statement of what the proof, 
not including the last step of Lemma 4, yields in the special case where 2 is 
family of singleton subsets of X. 

Theorem 2 (PMEAI. Perfect spaces of weak character below c have R~perty P 

Theorem 3 (PMEA). if em-y subset of a space X of :~wak character &low 
analytic, th X is the unim of cmntably mazny (mlatiuely) discrete subspacm. 

the 

c 1s 

2. 

For two sets A and B, we denote by AB the set of all functions from A to l3. 

An ordinal is the set of smaller ordkals; o is the first infinite ordinal. We denote 
the cardinal of the continuum by c. We denote the cardinality of the set A by IAl. 
We denote by S the set u,,, k. The .&operation assigns to a family 59 = (0;: s E 0) 
of setti the set 

By an analytic subset of a topological space, we mean a set which can be obtained 
from the family of open sets by \the &operation. Often, the closed sets am wed 
instead of own sets to define the analytic sets; for perfect spaces (i.e., spaces in 
which every closed set is a G sWs$, both ways of defining analytic sets yield the 
&arne class of sets. 

t 9 be a family of subsets of a space X. For x E X, we define (.5?), to be the 
) to be the set {x E X: (Z$T?)~ is finite}. 

p9int-finite if F(s) = say that 8 is a~a~~~~-a~~i~~~ if, for 
is a-discretely decompodble if the 

sue t 



f6r each x +zX and n E o, there is a neighborhood 
of xmeeting at most one element of {L&(L) : L E .se). (2) 

We say that a space proper@ P ‘if every point-finite, analytic additive family 
of subs&‘~of X is VW ely decomposible. I+OJIO&O~ f [2] is the statement 
that eveiy%&ixable &property P. ’ 

The Product Metasuw Extension’ Axishi (PME.4) [$I is the statement that for 
any cardinal number K~ there exists ‘a c-additive measure fiK, defined on all subsets 
of 2”, extending the usual product mewure (i.e., Haar measure) I FMEA is equivalent 
(in ZFC) with the assertion that for any set A, there exists a non-n T I gative real-valued 
function CC defined for all families of subsets of A and satisfying the following two 
conditions 

If J? is a collection of pairwise disjoint families of subsets of A 
and l#l<c, then &$)=&(B): S~E$}. 

if c and d are disjoint finite subsets of A and n = Ic u dl, then 
p{.i?cA:c~B snddeA-B)=2-“. 

(3) 

(4) 

We will call ~1 a product measure extension for A if (3) and (Isj hold. 
We will think of the elementi of 9J as approximation to &(%I). We introduce 

here a way of getting better approximations. 
First, note that % = (lb) and that for s 6 S, the domain of s is Isj. For each n E W, 

let s” be the product partial order on ‘%I, That is, for s, t E wn, s 6” t ifI for all 
k <n, s(k)e t(k). Set s equal to IJ,,, g”. Thus, for s, tE S, s < t implies IsI = Iti. 

We say that a family +9 = {Gs: s E S} of a set X is an orderly family if Ga = X 
and, for all s, t E S 

ifsct,then (6,3Gl 0) 

if s < t, then G, c 6,. (6) 

Thus, to get a better laaAer approximation than Gs, take Gb where s < t; to get a 
better smaller xrmation than Gn take G, where s c t. (The partial order on 
S generated b d < is implicit in [3] but will not be used in this paper.) 

a 1 [3]. Every ncrlytic subset of a tqwlogic~al space cayt be obtained by the 
&operntiun from an cwderly family of open subsets of the space. 



for each x E L E 9, a neighborha V(x) SW% that V(x) 6 Vh@ for ‘%nmt” 44, 

“most” being given a precise meaning by a prtiuct measure extension for 3. 
Nyikos’ results were extended in 1.51 from character to weak character by the 
following paradoxical observation. UEC’ for each x E L we can choose a ne&ghbrhood, 
then we don’t have to choose a alei&I%orhood because the set of & points which 

) for ‘“most” A4 is automaticaPly open, 
We introduce machinery to make the ideas above precise. 

Convention. Given a space XI a set A, a function G from the set of subsets of A 
to the set of open sets of X, and F, 13 product measure extension for A, we set, Thor 
each acA m3 now. 

When the set, /L, is a collection, 3, and the function G has a subscript, t, we write 
IT (11 fnr I1 Idr\ 
-n.lt-J AVa un\*rla 

Lemma 2 [4]. Let X, A, G md p be as in the conletention. If X is of we& character 
below c, then for each a E A md N E W, the set W,(a) is open ia X. 

We want a precise notion of how a collection of ‘subsets of a space X call be a 
good approximation to another colfection of aubsetc of X. We say that % t= 
{ Ui fL ) : j fs J, L c 9) is a &corrzganion of 9 if 

J is countable, (7) 

for esch j E J and each L “: 9, Z”(L) is open in X UO 

for each x E F(S), there is j c J such that (Li?), = {L E 9: x E Q(L)). (9) 

If, additionally, 

for each L and each j6 J, L c Q(L), 

we say that % is a &expansion of 9” 



our first goal is to find fE “0 such that 

b ({Al c 22 if X. E U”&, then x 6 c+id)}) > 1 - 27 

Then for each n,e QI) and each s G %, qS = lJ {Vt: t E n % and s c= t}. As 1 he families 
%!!(A) are orderly, we have VS c S& whenever s < t. It follows that we can inductively 
MM s(n)t;“mj SU& that, fdr each pr ho, &Z&&I +I) and ~(%!S(,+&(n+~))< 
2 -m-n-l. Set 

f = u s(n); wf = n vStnjs 
neo, n?icu 

Noting that s(0) = &I, and hence p ( CgScOI,) = 1, we 

> I__ % 2-“-““--1= 1-2-y 

tlEo 

To see that f has the required property, it suffices to observe that 

This observation can be easily made by noting that for all n E w and JX c 9% if 
4 E %&l and x E IJ Ydc, then it follows from the orderliness of Y(&) that x E 
c,,&O. 

For every n E 40, set 

& -8 c 3: (X -u Jt) c (X - G&t,(JU))}. 

Note that UC,,, 8, = {& : At c LZ}, and that for each n G ~1p, E4, C= &,+I. It follows that 
there is k E Q) such that F @&) ) 1 - 2Y Let t = s(k). 

We compf zte the proof of the lemma by showing that, for each L E A?, x E L iff 
x E UflJu. 

Case 1, x sl;, It is easy to see that St c ax,,; hence, p@i,,(L))> l-2-“; and so 
x E u?&)* 

Cme 2. a+ L. Set 

ce 
= 
n 



Z(K, j) ={X E XZ (*!i?)~ =K =(Ll ;: E Ui(L)}}, 

Di,p,~(L)=U(Z(K,~): L:=Km ~[Lf”}n 
l * 

Fir_ t, note that 1 J (Zt.K, j): j E J, K E [.S]“, II (3 W} = X, Second, note that for each 
j~J,n~w,m<nandM~[~” 

(U~j,m,n)n(r~{Uj(L): LEK})-Z(h:, j)flKm, 

so 9 ww is disjoint, and HjSm,n, the sei of poists of X which do not have a 
rleighborhood meeting at most one element of 9 iqmn, is a closed set-disjoint from 
13 %wv Since X is perfect, there is a family { t$m,l,i: i G W) whose intersection is 

H,,,,,. 
Pinahy, we set Di.,,,,i(L) Z= Di,m,n (L) - v,m,n,ia The fam$ {L&,&L): L E g}shom 

that 3’ is a-discretely decomposible. Cl 

The proof above can be used to show that weaNy 8-refinable perfect spaces are 
subparacomgact [l]. The ideas are from Theorem 4 of [IO]. 

3. 

reposition P has been proved ur,der two separate awmptions- PMEA and 
(SC OJ~+V!~ Us). Let us discuss the similarities and difftxences. 

One important simikrity is that large cardinals are involved. TO est&Xish 
Con( ZFC + PMEA), Kunen assumed Con(ZFC + 3 stson compact cardinal); to 



In this section we briefly comment on some aspects of [2]. 
R. Pol[9] proved (in ZFC) that a point-countable Borel-additive family of subsets 

of weight sol of a complete metric space has a cr-discrete refinement. Assuming 
VS OS, we may omit “completti” in the hypothesis; assuming further SC 02, we 
may omit “of weight 6~~“. Pol’s application of his result to generalize the 
Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzewski selection theorem to separable-valued ma ps can be 
altered -s;iiriilarly. 

Several simplifications of the work in [Z] have been poitted out. Hrst, in the 
consistency proof, the u$e of elementary embeddings can be avoided by using the 
%econd-order Lowenheim-Skolem” characterization of supexompact cardinals 
[7]. Second, in extending the results from ultrametric spT:ices to general metric 
spaces, the following observation f5] can be used instead iaf perfect maps: If (X9 g) 
is a cr-space, then there is a finer ultrametric topology ,Y’ on X such tlhat every 
open set UE $’ is an-F, in the sense of Z T&i, the /ormulation of !iC 02 is too 
complex; the following axiom TC 02 (proved consiste :& in the same way) lis si.mpler 
and has more applications. 

For $= (T, CT), a tree, let [T]& be the set cl countable initial segments of 9. 
We say that (9, g) is a tiee with bcal tasks if 

(1) 3 is a tree of height so:. 
(2) g is a function with domain {(y, a): y E a E [T&J}. 
(3) If f E g(y, a), then f is a function with domain (t E T: t %-y}- 
(4) For each y e T and u E [ T]&J, /g(y, a)1 s c. 

We say that [$r’, g) is s&fiAie if there is a function r with domain T such Qha; 
for all y E T, 

rl{tE T: r <ry}EUrangeg8 
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One way in which TCw difks MI 1 SC ~2 is that satisfbb~e dog& nclt imply 
0~4atisfiablle. (It is not requited that l+\{t E T: t “t;r y)E g(y* 4)). The I fokWing 
application illustrates this difference. 

s&space Y of X, weight Y c o2 implies that A n Y km the Bairn Rvperty in Y, then 
A has the Bake Rraperty in X. 

Notice that the fact that A has the Baire Property in a space X does not imply 
that, for Y c X, .A n Y h= the Baire Property in Y. Thus, it seems that the lemma 
cannot follow directly from SC 02. 
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